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Loudspeaker Upgrade and Quick Thinking Saves Lives
Fresno PD Put AEM’s LSS880 to Work in High-Speed Chase
Fresno, CA, December 16, 2020 - Fresno Police Department’s Air Support Supervisor, Sergeant Larry
Hustedde is praising the agency’s new AEM external loudspeaker system that he believes saved lives in
a high-speed chase in Fresno earlier this year.
On March 30, 2020 at approximately 3:00pm, officers were in pursuit of a murder suspect while Hustedde
and Tactical Flight Officer John Swanson flew overhead. When then the suspect picked up speed, the
officers pulled back, relying on the helicopter crew to monitor his movement. Without law enforcement in
pursuit, the suspect continued to speed down city streets and through intersections at 80 MPH. “It is
frustrating having a birds-eye-view when a perpetrator is approaching an intersection at high speeds and
we can see unsuspecting civilians directly in harm’s way” explained Hustedde, “the suspect was
approaching a red light and it was apparent he had no intention of slowing down.” Hustedde made a
quick, life-saving decision: flying 500 feet (152 meters) above ground, he maneuvered the aircraft so that
his loudspeaker array was pointed directly at the middle of the next major intersection and turned on his
siren at full blast.
The EC-120 helicopter had recently undergone a loudspeaker system upgrade earlier in 2020, installing
AEM’s LSS880, an industry-leading, 880-watt external loudspeaker system capable of delivering
intelligible air-to-ground audio at distances of up over 6,500 feet (2,000 meters).
“Amazingly, it seemed to work” he recalled, “vehicles approaching their green light slowed or pulled over
just before the suspect barreled through the intersection, narrowly missing a citizen’s car.” The airborne
siren was raising drivers’ awareness that something was going on in the area; Hustedde was relieved
knowing that the audible siren likely saved innocent lives. Soon after, the suspect entered a freeway and
lost control, disabling the car. The driver and passenger surrendered without incident.
Joel Johnston, Director of Tac/Com and Airline Sales at EDMO Distributors Inc. worked closely with
Fresno PD and AEM in the system upgrade and was proud to hear the positive result their work
produced. “Most citizens, if they hear a siren, will slow their vehicle down and start checking their mirrors,
especially if the siren is loud and close by” explained Johnston. “Hustedde made sure this was the case
and it yielded the result he had hoped for. The intersection was clear when he needed it to be. Lives were
saved.”
Less than two weeks later, another suspect drove through the same intersection while trying to evade
police. Unfortunately, the officers did not have air support, and the suspect collided with an innocent
civilian, killing them both.
Johnston concluded, “Municipalities should consider funding requests, focused donation programs or
other creative revenue strategies to implement this low-cost, highly effective life-saving system. This is
just one example of how an effective PA system like AEM’s LSS880 can enhance public safety efforts in
high stakes missions.”
###

About EDMO Distributors:
EDMO Distributors, Inc is on the cusp of celebrating its 50th anniversary. Based in Spokane, Washington,
they have secured a reputation as one of the most reliable sources for aircraft electronics, test equipment,
installation supplies, wire and cable, tooling, and pilot supplies. EDMO maintains a full line of Tactical
Communications and Support Systems under its TCSS business unit. EDMO’s commitment to providing
the best service and the largest selection has made it a company that civilian, government and law
enforcement customers count on and trust. EDMO maintains a stringent quality control system and is an
ISO 9001:2008/AS9120 registered company. Visit edmo.com for more information.
About AEM Corp.:
Anodyne Electronics Manufacturing Corp. is a leader in the design, development and manufacture of
aircraft communication systems, loudspeaker systems, caution/warning panels and illuminated panel
products. AEM also offers design and manufacturing services to other companies, providing solutions for
reduced operational costs and giving those companies the ability to focus on their core businesses. AEM
is a Transport Canada approved manufacturer and maintenance organization, holds EASA Part 145
Maintenance approval, and is ISO9001/AS9100D registered. (aem-corp.com).
AEM is a wholly owned subsidiary of SMS Canada Corp, part of the Structural Monitoring Systems plc
(ASX Code: SMN) companies (smsystems.com.au).
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